The purpose of this paper is to:
The point neutron dynamics from nuclear fission, with neutron population level n proportional to power level, is described by the following bilinear system of equations: 
where Z is mean neutron generation time, c i is ith__ precursor level, 1.i is it_~hprecursor decay constant, ~. is the portion of neutrons generated from the 6 i it h precursor with Z ~i = B and n is neutron multiplication [3] . The control u i = .
represents the net evo~utlon of population from generation to generation and must be at least unity for the population to be self perpetuating, i.e., a chain reaction in nuclear fission.
Again, the dynamics of cell population is analogous with cells dying, cells generated from precursors and prompt new cells generated all in a controlled manner. While both processes involve variable structure control feedback terms (in some cases bilinear), the basic control mechanisms are considerably different.
In a nuclear reactor, for example, inherent temperature feedback alters neutron multiplication or fission effectiveness, and external feedback control loops of a conventional or optimal design may be synthesized [3] . Cell processes, on the other hand, are controlled according to genetic code passed along successive cell generations, according to the cell's function in the synthesis or the maintenance of an organ and according to the cell's environmental conditions. Obviously, there is communication between cells in this controlled process.
(It appears that the immune response mechanism utilizes T-cells to establish communication lines with alien cells and then breaks these lines leaving holes in the cellular membranes through which low molecular weight molecules pass out and water rushes in to burst the invader.)
In biology, cells, or combinations of cells, forming organs or functional units within organs may form natural compartmental structures to describe the dynamics of many important transfer processes.
COMPARTMENTAL MODELS IN ENGINEERING AND SOCIETY
It is found that a compartmental structure arises for processes in engineering and society as wetll as biology. In a nuclear reactor, for example, the dynamics are distributed and nearly bilinear, but ordinary bilinear differential equations (i) and (2) 
j=l k=l where x i a generalized state variable may be the amount of substance X in the it h compartment, ~ij is the flux of X from the jth to the ith compartment, %ia(~ai) is the flux of X from (to) the environment to (from) the it h compartment, Pi is the rate of production, and d. is the rate of destruci tion of X in the it h compartment.
The primed summation denotes deletion of the ith term.
Assume that compartmental volumes or capacities are constant and that X moves between compartments and between the system and its environment by simple diffusion. Also, assume that X is at uniform concentration c in the ena vironment.
Then, the system fluxes are described by
and ~ia = PiaCa , i,j=l .... ,n, i ~ j , where the coefficients Pij and Pai are exchange parameters which may be constant or may be multiplicative controls. Additive control may be present through the net production of substance (Pi -di) or through PiaCa
It is readily seen from Equations (3) and (4) Compartments also may appear in a non-spatial manner. For demographic components, income levels or household sizes may designate compartments, with transfer between compartments by means of birth, death, or job change. In economics, compartments may separate producers from consumers with the appropriate interflux of capital, products, fuels, materials, services and labor. The mathematical model may take an adaptive form based on supply and demand forces for a market economy or based on government goals for a command economy.
TRACER METHODOLOGY
For many biological processes and certain socioeconomic processes it is impossible or at least very difficult to measure the necessary inputs and outputs to estimate compartmental system parameters. Sometimes, a tracer or state label may be observed, and the system parameters arrived at from the tracer dynamics [4] .
If it is assumed that the tracer in every compartment is distributed uniformly through substance X , that labeled and unlabeled substances behave identically, and that the tracer does not appreciably affect the compartmental system behavior, then the tracer system is described by
where ai(t ) is the specific activity (fraction of X which is labeled) in compartment i , aia(t ) is the specific activity of substance in influx Oia(t) , and fi(t) is the influx of tracer which is inserted directly into compartment i .
Equation (6) includes, for example, the possibility both of direct tracer insertion by injection into compartments and of tracer uptake by natural flux routes from a labeled environment.
PHYSIOLOGICAL WATER BALANCE
A two-compartment, water balance model is presented here. Experimental data is used from the so-called wild house mouse in a controlled environment. The plasma compartment contains all the body water, Wl(t ) , in equilibrium with the blood plasma. Similarly, the second compartment or "evaporate" compartment, contains the body water, w2(t ) , in equilibrium with insensible evaporation from the animal [Wl(t ) + w2(t ) = wb(t) total water weight]. The plasma compartment receives water from the environment, ~g(t), via the gastro-intestinal tract in the form of drinking water, as well as hygroscopic and metabolic water from the animal's food. Water is lost to the environment from the plasma compartment in the urine, ~u(t) . The evaporate compartment exchanges water with the environment via efflux Oe(t) and influx ~a(t) . The two compartments, of course, exchange water inside the animal, with flux ~ij(t) to compartment i from compartment j .
By inspection, the water conservation equations for this model are
and in water balance (w I = = 0) ,
Since the system is closed and conservative, the associated specific activity kinetics for an ideal tracer introduced into the system (6) by natural flux routes are given by
w 1 (t) w 1 (t) The measured and unknown quantities for the two-compartment equilibrium model are summarized in Table I . The unknown parameters, in turn, are related to the measured quantities by the equations which follow.
TABLE I
Parameters for the two-compartment water model. From the measured parameters shown in Table II for two equilibrium washout test conditions, a simulation was made of the two compartmental equations with + ~u~a = 0 , i = 1,2
the corresponding parameters shown in Table III . The eigenvalues and eigenvector slopes may be used to check the accuracy of the model with the measurements made. where u k is a combination of complicated control processes by means of manipulated permeability, arteriolar resistance and osmotic water pressure in the t10 kidneys. Other measurements would have to be made to arrive at estimates of basic physiological parameters such as arteriolar resistance or membrane permeability, and more basic constants than c and b g g A preliminary analysis of identification in medical diagnosis for processes of this class is presented by Cohen [6] .
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